
New Process for Signum University Master’s Thesis

The previous thesis process consisted of one semester of research and an additional
semester of writing. Historically, most Signum students have begun their guided reading
and research well before the first semester, continued to complete work from the
research semester during the break between semesters, and still have not completed
the thesis process until well after the close of the second semester. This has caused an
overload for students who have previously been completing their degrees at a
quarter-time rate (one course per semester) and put additional strain on Thesis
Directors and Second Readers, who thus perform unpaid labor outside of the set
semesters and often have exceptionally tight deadlines for returning work within the
semesters. In addition, the 3-credit designation applied to the existing components of
the thesis process does not adequately reflect the volume of work students are
expected to complete during the thesis.

The MA Thesis better fulfills our program mission and serves the needs of our faculty,
second readers, and quarter-time students by being extended to three 3-credit
semesters.1

This three-credit sequence is optional for students who have passed course 7 towards
their MA before the Fall 2022 term begins, and mandatory for all other students. If a
student who meets this criterion elects to take the previous two-credit sequence, they
must enroll in the first semester by Fall 2024 and complete the sequence by Summer
2025.

At Signum, we recognise that our students often have demanding outside commitments.
Should a need arise for a student to pause their work during the thesis process, and
having conferred with their Thesis Director and Student Advisor, this may be done with
written permission from the Thesis Coordinator.

1 As Signum’s student body grows in coming years, we recognize that half-time or full-time
students may be able to complete the thesis within two semesters, as originally scheduled, in
which case the thesis may again be offered as a two-semester sequence, in which the first
course would be worth 6 credits and the second course would be worth 3.



SEMESTER 1: Thesis Preparation: Language & Literature
(LITZ6390)
The first semester of the thesis focuses on the research question and foundational reading.
Students will develop a research question and use this to select essential secondary criticism,
then write short responses to the most relevant texts they read during the semester. Serving as
the foundation for the subsequent semester’s continued reading and initial drafting, this
semester allows students to read widely, and discuss current and core trends in relevant
scholarship with their thesis directors.

Initial Reading List (due Week 2)

Students will develop a research question and an extensive reading list of
primary texts, secondary studies (including book-length works, essays in
collections, and articles in journals), and other related writings germane to the
research project. This will typically be created within the first two weeks of the
semester, as the student’s goal should be to read all or most of the works on the
list during the term. Perhaps 20 primary sources (including poems, short stories,
screenplays, novels, autobiographical material, etc.), 10 book-length secondary
studies, and 10 scholarly articles/chapters might be a good basic formula for the
number of works included, but this will depend on the discretion of the student’s
thesis director.

Literature Reviews (suggested deadlines Weeks 4, 7, 10, and 13)

In consultation with their Director, students will identify which four of the
secondary texts are most important to the topic of the thesis; at least two should
be book-length. The student will write a literature review on each of these four
works. Each literature review should survey the content, quality, and relevance of
the book to the topic of the thesis; the student should complete the semester with
12-16 pages of scholarly written work. In most cases, these reviews will be
around 3-5 pages each and due at approximately three-week intervals, but an
alternate schedule may be arranged with the student’s thesis director at the start
of the semester. In shortened form, these literature reviews may form the
foundation for the student’s annotated bibliography in semester 2.



SEMESTER 2: Thesis Development: Language & Literature
(LITZ6391)
In the second thesis semester, students will complete most foundational reading and produce
extensive annotated bibliographies of works relevant to the topic of their thesis. Students will
continue to develop their research questions in response to their reading.

Annotated Bibliography (due Week 4-6)

Building on the literature reviews from the first semester, second semester
students will complete the majority of their thesis reading and draft a
comprehensive annotated bibliography explaining the relevance of each source
to their thesis question (as it develops in response to research). Each work will
be cited in the approved style and summarized in a descriptive paragraph that
explains the student’s interaction with and assessment of each text. Each
annotated bibliography entry will evaluate the work’s quality, discuss its relevance
to the thesis topic, and assess its place in current scholarship, etc.

While the actual number of sources included in the bibliography is negotiable and
will change from topic to topic, the reading list and bibliography should show
sufficient mastery of the field. For example, a sufficient bibliography might include
approximately 30 sources, divided between

● relevant primary sources (poems, short stories, screenplays, novels,
autobiographical material, etc.)

● book-length secondary scholarship
● scholarly articles or chapters in edited collections

Some topics will lend themselves to reading more heavily in primary sources or
in scholarly assessments; some texts have been studied very little and will
require creativity in the compilation of a reading list. Students and Directors
should consider including theoretical works not directly relevant to the topic to
establish a methodology or as models of the application of academic approaches
to other texts.



Prospectus and outline (due Weeks 8-10)2

In the latter half of the semester, students will develop a prospectus that expands
upon the Thesis Application, situates the student’s argument against the core
scholarship the student has recently read, and maps out the structure of the
thesis. This 3 – 5 page document describes what the student wants to say in the
thesis and why.

The prospectus:

● proposes the research subject, agenda, and approach
● establishes some possible main lines of argument and perhaps an

organization for the thesis
● suggests the controlling purpose of the thesis
● mentions the selection of the most important literary sources
● provides an overview of relevant scholarship and criticism
● Argues for the value, interest, and originality of the study

Writing Sample (Due Week 12)

In the final 2-4 weeks of the course, the student will begin drafting the thesis
itself, ideally completing a writing sample of 2000-5000 words which the Director
will critique at the end of the semester.

SEMESTER 3: Thesis Revision and Presentation: Language &
Literature (LITZ6392)
In the third and final thesis semester, students will complete a full draft of their theses, then
spend several weeks refining the text based upon feedback from their directors and second
readers. Once the text is both corrected and polished to a satisfactory degree, the student will
revise the topics and themes within the written thesis for a broader audience in the oral thesis
theater.

2 For students striving to complete the thesis in two semesters, the first semester would conclude with the
submission of the prospectus and outline; the second semester would open with the student’s submission
of the Week 12 Writing Sample in Week 1.



Full Draft (Week 2)

Students will produce an initial draft of their entire thesis by Week 2 of the course
and submit it to their Director, who will read it and return it with comments in a
timely fashion.

First Revision (Week 6)

Students will revise their thesis, following their Director’s recommendations, and
submit a second draft by week 6 to both the Director and the secondary reader.
The Director and the secondary reader will read it and return it with comments
again.

Final Revision (Week 10-12)

Students will complete final revisions and submit the final, polished version of the
thesis to the Director for final assessment.

Thesis Theater (Week 12-13)

After the Thesis has been completed, students will be invited to participate in a
Thesis Theater, a conversation about the student’s thesis. These chats are free
and open to the public, presented using audio and video in Signum’s classroom
interface, and they will be recorded, archived, and made publicly available. The
thesis will then be sent to the Librarian for archiving.

(Updated SB 7/31/22)

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLasMbZ4s5vIW8WNvBDAS2yRRuoF6SoJnW

